Mack truck stereo

Its just that easy. Much safer and saves time and money. If you have your own radio, you can
buy a Peterbilt radio harness a Freightliner radio harness a International radio harness , Volvo
radio harness , a Kenworth radio harness for This will allow you to install your own radio
without cutting the factory truck radio harness. We want to make the install as simple as
possible we have included a set of removal keys for your old radio. Now that's customer
service! If you are a returning customer to our site you will notice a major overhaul. We have
republished the site making it more mobile friendly by updating the structure. The coolest
change is the way you view all the radios and speakers and harnesses. They are working on a
carousel that will make it easy to thumb thru the largest semi truck radio selection out there.
This style will allow you to scan thru the radios and harnesses with ease. We have shortened
the radio details by using the radios owners manual as a way to view all the details. Some
things have not changed. Your radio will come with a FREE pigtail to plug into your truck. The
correct info insures you can plug it in. A working mobile phone number is good if we need to
text info like a pic about the harness. We have added a new product to the site with a PLUS
version of our popular semi truck radio harness line. Now you can purchase a version with a set
of radio removal keys and save money as a combo. Now when you start your install you want
have to search for the radio keys before you can do your install. When you shop for a truck
radio harness on the site pay attention to this option choose a PLUS version for the keys.
Enough bragging, lets pick a radio for your truck. Begin your search with your truck brand or
browse the radio selection and add your truck info to make sure it is wired correctly. Here you
will find questions from fellow drivers about our products. Get your application questions
answered. Having a problem finding your truck harness? Not sure a specific radio will fit? Ask
us a question and we will respond within 24 hours. Read what your fellow truckers are installing
in a truck like yours. We use cookies to ensure that we offer you the best experience on our
website. By continuing, we assume that you accept such use. Find out more about cookies and
how to refuse see our Cookie statement. When it comes to total cost of ownership, the math
adds up for Mack owners. Trucks built to work. On the road or at the jobsite, you need a partner
you can trust. And you can count on Mack to get the job done every day. Macks are lighter and
fuel-efficient, so they can do more. And they've got the power you need to take on tough jobs.
Mack was the first integrated truck and engine manufacturer. Because we control the powertrain
tip to tip, we offer better performance, increased efficiency and lower maintenance costs.
Cookie Policy We use cookies to ensure that we offer you the best experience on our website.
The truck of tomorrow is on the job today. View LR Electric. Mackonomics When it comes to
total cost of ownership, the math adds up for Mack owners. See how you can save. MD Series.
Find your Mack. Body Builder Portal Build with confidence. Visit the Body Builder Portal. Learn
about powertrains. Find a dealer near you. LR Electric Never has a step this big left a footprint
so small. Read the Mack Blog. Great customers using great trucks to make their businesses
awesome. Customer Success Stories. Your source for all things Mack Mack Shop. Keep in
touch with Mack. Customer Tools. Discover Mack. Most of us can't drive to town without some
tunes. Professional truck drivers are no different and deserve a high quality heavy duty stereo
in the cab. Driving hundreds of miles without music is enough to make a person crazy which is
why you need to get the install right the first time. When upgrading the stereo in Freightliner,
International, Kenworth, Peterbilt, Mack or other tractor, choose one of our Aptiv or Pro-Audio
Heavy-Duty Stereos that are built specifically for semi trucks. Installing one of our stereos in
just about any semi or other tractor is incredibly simple. You should never have to cut and
splice wires that's why we supply a free Plug n' Play wire harness with all of our stereos. We'll
collect your vehicle details to ensure you receive the correct wire-harness if any is required.
This also gives us a chance to review the stereo compatibility with your specific semi for
retention of steering wheel control, sleeper control and so on. Whether you're installing a new
stereo in your own semi or outfitting a fleet, we appreciate the opportunity to work with you.
Enjoy peace of mind knowing that STS has everything you'll need to make your stereo
installation easy, complete and functional. Have you ever wondered why some people say radio
and others say stereo? It's a little confusing since many people use the two words
interchangeably, but they're not really the same. A radio is a transmission device used for
sound and other signals by the modulation of electromagnetic waves. A stereo is used for
reproducing sound. It uses two channels, each plays a portion of the original sound. The
SmartNav 2. This is the very same system available through Twitter Blog. Any Feature Any
Truck. Welcome to SemiTruckStereos. Featured Items Specials. SmartNav 2. Panasonic Watt
Powered Subwoofer. Delphi Handheld Remote Control. Is it a Stereo or a Radio? Read More.
Tweets by SemiTruckStereo. Mon-Fri: Newsletter Subscribe Newsletter Unsubscribe. JavaScript
seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on
Javascript in your browser. Items 1 - 12 of At Iowa 80, we understand the value of singing along

with the radio to help make your run a good one. Shop our selection of semi truck radios from
top manufacturers to fit your needs. Many include options for satellite radio, Bluetooth devices,
CB radios and more. We carry Delphi and Panasonic commercial truck radios with a variety of
options. Tune in whenever you want music to accompany you on a trip, or catch a few hours of
news and talk radio with your favorite voices in commentary. Satellite radio can bring your
favorite entertainers to you wherever you are. We have a wide selection of radios with options
that include Bluetooth technology for hands-free entertainment and CD players for those who
enjoy playing from their own music collection. Along with singing, you can do some talking of
your own with a heavy duty CB radio from Iowa Call ahead to truck stops and dispatchers or
alert trucker friends to road conditions and more with the indispensable CV radio. Home
Electronics Radios. View as Grid List. Show 12 24 36 60 Add to Cart. Add to Wish List Compare.
KW Conv. KW T, T PB COE and newer. PB Conv. Volvo with daycab. Volvo with sleeper.
Kenworth, November and newer. Mack, August and newer. Peterbilt, November and newer.
Volvo, November and newer. Freightliner Cascadia and newer. Satellite Radios We carry Delphi
and Panasonic commercial truck radios with a variety of options. Radio Options We have a wide
selection of radios with options that include Bluetooth technology for hands-free entertainment
and CD players for those who enjoy playing from their own music collection. Compare
Products. Remove This Item Compare. Clear All. My Wish List. Last Added Items. Add to Cart
Add to Cart. Remove This Item. Go to Wish List. World's Largest. Finally time to replace that old
stereo in your Semi-Truck? We have just what you need! Select your make, model and year for a
list of wire harnesses that will fit your truck. Our stereo wire harnesses are specially made for
big rigs and work with their corresponding stereo type. Your installation is probably going to
begin with the removal of the original stereo. Most times you'll be dealing with a factory
installed stereo, most of which don't use "trim rings". For stereos without a "trim ring"
surrounding the stereo face you should be able to see openings on the sides of the stereo
where you may insert a tool to remove the unit. When you receive your new Semi-Truck stereo
the removal tools will be included. These will remove most factory installed Semi-Truck stereos,
in other cases you'll have to improvise. If your stereo has a "trim ring" simply remove the ring
to see the removal tool openings. Once the old stereo has been completely disconnected, plug
the new harness and antenna adapter if required into your Semi-Truck. At this point, you should
be able to plug the stereo end of the harness and the antenna cable into the stereo. Since your
new stereo will most likely lock into the existing "stereo cage" there's no need to change that
right away. Let's first test functionality! Go ahead and slide the stereo into the "stereo cage" be
careful of the wiring. You should hear a click or two as the spring locks of the stereo find their
place in the "stereo cage". Once the stereo is secure and the key is on if need be, attempt to
power on the stereo. Once you verify that everything is working as you had expected, power
down the radio and turn off the key if need be. Gently attempt to pull the stereo the cage. If it
doesn't want to come out easily you should insert the removal tools to verify that the stereo
releases properly from the cage. This is just to make sure that the stereo is truly locked in and
not just wedged. For this install to be safe going down the road the stereo must lock into the
"stereo cage". If the stereo pulls out easily without using the removal tools you will need to use
the "stereo cage" that came with your new Semi-Truck stereo. Carefully remove the old "stereo
cage" usually just unfold some thin metal tabs and insert the new "stereo cage". Once the new
cage is in place you'll secure it using a small flat head screwdriver or an allen wrench 5mm
allens work the best to fold in the tabs. Verify that the stereo locks into the "stereo cage" now
and you're in business! No Harness Required when you install one of our "Type D" stereos in
any of the trucks listed below. Also, if you have one of the rigs mentioned below, this means
you have an ISO connector in your truck. If you plan to install an aftermarket stereo such as
Alpine, Jensen or Pioneer etc. Contact Us. Home :: Fit My Truck. Stay in-tune, up to date and
well connected. View Options. A great Delphi heavy-duty stereo with your choice of backlight
color. This Heavy-Duty Delphi stereo includes popular features, a sleek look and large easy read
display. Drivers keep up on weather alerts with built-in weatherband tuner. Add To Cart. A
simple heavy-duty stereo with bluetooth for hands-free communication. Also includes NOAA
weatherband tuner and front auxiliary input. CD Player Front 3. The Panasonic large button
Heavy-Duty truck stereo with options to satisfy most drivers. Play CD's, check the weather, or
input other audio sources via audio cable jack. Our Delphi big button heavy-duty stereo with
some very popular features also sports a sleek look and large display. This Delphi stereo lets
drivers keep up on weather, talk hands-free and input a variety of media devices and also
features a heavy-duty design. It includes a built-in SiriusXM satellite This Delphi is perfect for
drivers who enjoy the basics without sacrificing quality or good looks. The simple man. No
bells, no whistles, just the basics. Front 3. This stereo will look great in your truck cab and has
the basic features most drivers want. Go Hands-Free with ProAudio! This awesome looking new

radio will plug directly into many newer trucks. You may use our Fit My Truck system to Many
Great Features at a very low price and the sleek look makes this stereo a very popular choice in
aftermarket radios for semis. Can I retain use of the sleeper control? Only Type "D" Stereos
have the ability to work with steering wheel and sleeper controls. If your truck has steering
wheel and or sleeper controls and you wish to keep their functionality you will need to use Type
"D" Stereo. I already have a satellite radio subscription for my portable satellite radio receiver,
can I have my subscription play on new truck stereo with satellite tuner built-in? They'll activate
your subscription on your new stereo and deactivate the portable unit. If you would like to keep
the portable receiver active for use in your car, adding a second device to your subscription is
normally just a small additional fee but your provider will be able to tell you more about that.
Will the external antenna from my portable satellite receiver plug it into the new Panasonic or
Delphi stereo? Sometimes this will work, but most times you'll need one of our satellite radio
antennas made for our truck model stereos. The factory stereo I'm replacing already has
satellite radio built-in and working. Will the satellite antenna from that stereo work with my new
satellite stereo I'm buying from you? In most cases the original satellite antenna will plug into a
new Delphi or Panasonic with Sirius or XM tuner. My truck has GPS audio going into the stereo
and it came that way from the factory. Will it still work if I replace the stereo? In most cases
when you're replacing a Delphi or Panasonic with another Delphi or Panasonic that has rear
audio inputs it will work. These inputs don't change much so it's easier for you to upgrade! No
that would be an unnecessary connection. The Bluetooth stereo takes the place of the headset. I
purchased a stereo but it didn't come with a harness, is it missing from the box? No it's not
missing as these semi truck stereos do not include a harness. If the stereo you're purchasing
doesn't plug directly into your truck you'll need to purchase separately the appropriate harness
for your truck and new stereo combination. Can I use an "aftermarket" stereo in my truck like as
Jensen, Pioneer or some other? While we do recommend using one of the Delphi or Panasonic
stereos listed here, just about any single DIN stereo will work when used with a wire harness
made for your truck. Our wire harnesses are pre-wired for Delphi and Panasonic stereos. To use
one of the wire harnesses that appear for your truck to install a Pioneer or other stereo in your
semi-truck simply remove the end that plugs into the Delphi or Panasonic. This now bare end
will need re-wired to your Pioneer or other aftermarket stereo harness. This is really a simple
process and in most cases the wire harnesses are color coded by industry standards to
eliminate any guess-work. Sign Up for Special Offers. When you purchase a radio from BRS not
only do you get a great semi truck radio you get a FREE professionally wired truck radio
harness to connect it to your truck as well as a set of radio removal keys to remove that old
radio. We will also hold you hand by being there by phone with a TEXTME connection for any
questions you might have during or after the install. How great is that! If you are looking for the
factory radio harness for a new OEM radio like a Delphi and new Panasonic radios. This will
plug into the back of the radio and give you pin out and color instructions for the OEM. This
harness is the one that plugs into this example. Have your own radio you want to install in your
Mack. Looking for a Mack radio harness then you have found the right page. Toggle thru the
pages and find the one that matches your Year and Model. All the harnesses are color coded
with the color ID printed on the outside of the package. We made it even easier by the fact the
color will match all popular radios so you are basically matching colors to colors. A fast way is
to text us the Year and Model of you truck to and just ask. You can also text us a pic of the
harness we need to match. Don't feel comfortable wiring you own radio harness. We offer a
service that will do it for you. When you start your install you want have to search for the radio
keys before you can start. Purchase the PLUS version to insure you have the keys. Need to
remove your old radio for replacement? Does your old radio have 2 small holes on each side of
the face? We sell the removal tool to release the factory spring retainers that hold it in place.
You can use other means but this is what this tool is for. Works every time. SAVE 3. Look for
the PLUS package. This is where you will detach and plug in a mating plug like the ones above.
This helps insure a match, saving time and money. Don't forget the speakers. By mystikangel ,
March 19, in Electrical, Electronics and Lighting. I need help! I appriciate any ideas or
suggestions. The radio will beep and a colon : will start flashing. Press the power button to exit I
cheated I have the directions! To prevent this action, obtain, or purchase a "computer memory
keep alive" item that plugs int
97 infinity i30
2004 honda accord ex starter
chevy 283 firing order
o the cigarette lighter to keep battery power applied to the memory circuits while you change
the trucks batteries or whatever you would need to kill power in the truck for. This way you do

not lose your radio presets either. Plodding along with no job nor practical application for my
existence, but still trying to fix what's broke. You can post now and register later. If you have an
account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Mack Stereo
Settings. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted March 19, Link to
post Share on other sites. Barry Posted March 19, Rob 2, Posted March 19, VABishop 0 Posted
December 4, Posted December 4, My radio is stuck on tape ,how do I get it to go to fm. Join the
conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up.

